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Introduction
OVERVIEW

Partition is an add-on option available for First Access Advanced only.

First Access Partition is a scheme for logically dividing a First Access system into
discreet sub-systems. When partitioned in this fashion, each operator or administrator
sees only the objects e.g. readers, events etc., that are a member of their partition. A
maximum of 64 partitions are possible, and each system object may be a member of one
or more of these partitions.
In Simple Partition, objects cannot be
shared between partitions. Operators
can only view and modify objects
within one partition that he or she is
assigned to. Changes in any partition
do not affect other partitions.

 Simple Partition
Each partition may be
viewed as a company or a
department.

P1

P3

P2

 Advanced Partition
In Advanced Partition, objects can be shared between partitions. Operator can view and modify shared
objects and objects within his or her assigned partitions. Changes made to the shared object affect all
participating partitions.

3 partitions P1, P2 and P3 share the same
object. Changes made to the shared object
affect P1, P2 and P3.

3 partitions P1, P2 and P3 with P2 and P3
share the same object. Changes made to the
shared object affect only P2 and P3.

P1

P3

P1

P3

P2
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Partitioning Scheme
PARTITIONS DEFINED
First Access supports the creation of up to 64 different partitions or groupings. The
name of each partition can be renamed in the Partition Editor.

Each partition
can be renamed
e.g. Company A,
Company B or
Accounting,
Human Resource
etc…

A First Access Partition is a set of
objects belonging to one of the 64
different partitions. First Access
decides which objects are visible to
an operator when they log on to
the system. This is accomplished
through the assignment of
partitions in the operator
permissions.
Visibility in this context means
which objects are displayed in
selection boxes, which events are
presented to the operator in the
main First Access window, what
data is included in all First Access reports.
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The following system objects are partition-able.

Private Partition-able Objects
 Control Panels
 Output Schedules
 Cardholders
 Access Schedules
 System Schedules
 Card Groups
 Unlock Schedules
 Holidays
 Instructions
 Shunt Schedules
 Access Profiles
 Email Groups
The cornerstone of the partitioning scheme is the ability for each partition member
to create and see only those objects visible or a member of their partition.
Control panels are the basis on which field devices are partitioned. This means that
the associated card readers and IO points and triggers are members of the partition
as well. Readers and IO points cannot be partitioned on an individual basis.
Public Object
 Personnel Field Titles
The programming of public objects will be appropriate for all partition members.
Often though, there will be competition amongst the partition members for limited
public resources. This means that a partition member may have to negotiate with
the system administrator for custom public object programming.

Partition Editor
INTRODUCTION
The First Access Partition Editor is
provided for system administrators to
review and/or modify the membership of
the various private objects to defined
partitions. The partition editor also
supports the naming of partitions as well.
Default login user name is admin and password
is also admin
First Access
Partition Guide
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CONNECTION AND PROPERTIES

 Connections

The partition editor is usually installed
right on the server hosting the
database. Please leave the connection
information as is and don’t change it.
 Properties

 Enable simplified partition:
Select to enable simple partition. Unselect to enable advanced partition
Note: In Simple Partition, objects cannot be shared between partitions. Operators or
administrators can only view and modify
objects within the partition that he or she
is assigned to. Changes in any partition do
not affect other partitions.
In Advanced Partition, objects can be
shared between partitions. Operator can
view and modify shared objects and objects
within his or her assigned partitions.
Changes made to the shared object affect all participating partitions.
 Cardholders inherit assigned access profile partition:
If selected, a cardholder record created by the operator will inherit the
partition assignment of the access profile. It does not inherit the operator’s
partition assignment.
If unselected, a cardholder record created by the operator will inherit the
partition assignment of the operator. More details are available in the
Partitioning Example section.
First Access
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NAMING PARTITIONS
Replacing the default partition names with descriptions relevant to your installation will
make managing the system easier. The left panel lists all 64 partitions present in the
system. The partition names can be changed by selecting the partition whose name you
wish to change. Ensure that only one of the partitions is selected. Click Rename and
enter a new name e.g. Building A. Press Enter to save it.

OBJECTS
Partition-able objects are listed in the Objects menu. There are different categories e.g.
Controllers, Schedules, Profiles, Users and Alarms.

Select an object e.g. Access Schedule to display items in that object

One or more items may be selected to be assigned to one or multiple partitions.
First Access
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 Schedule Types

The following schedule types are system created objects with each type having a finite
number of objects. Other objects e.g. Devices, Profiles, Users and Alarms are user
created objects.
Access Schedule – 255 schedules

255 Schedules

Shunt Schedule – 255 schedules

255 Schedules

System Schedule – 65 schedules

65 Schedules

First Access
Partition Guide

Unlock Schedule – 255 schedules

255 Schedules

Output Schedule – 255 schedules

255 Schedules

Holiday Schedule – 100 schedules

100 Schedules
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PARTITION ASSIGNMENT
 Clear All Assignments: To clear any object in each category e.g. controllers, access
schedules, profiles, cardholders etc… from being assigned to any partition, select an
object or all objects in that category from the right panel then select Clear All and
click Apply.
By default, all schedule objects
e.g. access schedules, unlock
schedules, shunt schedules,
output schedules, system
schedules and holiday
schedules are assigned to all
partitions.
Select an object to query which
partition it’s assigned to.

 Set Assignment: Select objects from the right panel then select the desired
partitions on the left panel and click Apply.
 Unset Assignment: Select objects from the right panel then unselect the desired
partitions on the left panel and click Apply.
It’s recommended to clear
assignments for all objects
then assign them to the
desired partitions. This way
you know exactly which
partition the objects are
assigned to rather than
leaving them default to being
assigned to all partitions.
Contiguous objects are not
required for assignment.

First Access
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Operator Hierarchy
In the First Access system, there is only one primary system administrator called admin
with the default password admin. The password may be changed as desired by the primary
or secondary administrators.
Primary System Administrator
Username: admin
Password: admin
Secondary System Administrators

Secondary System Administrators
Additional secondary administrators may
be added by the primary administrator
or by other secondary administrators

Sub-system Administrators
created by primary or
secondary administrators

Shareable

Sub-system Administrators
created by primary or
secondary administrators

Shareable

 Primary System Administrator

The primary system administrator has full authority over the entire First Access
system. There is only one primary system administrator account.
 Secondary System Administrator

The secondary system administrators also have fully authority over the entire First
Access system. However, the secondary system administrators may not modify or
delete the primary system administrator account but may modify the password. They
may also modify or delete their own account and other secondary system
administrator accounts as well as other sub-system administrator accounts.
 Sub-system Administrator or Partition Administrator

The sub-system administrators have fully authority over only their own assigned sub
system and the shared sub systems.

First Access
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 Operator Permissions

The system administrators may create additional operator permission groups
through the use of Operator Permissions, Operator Command Access and
Partitions to assign partition and to allow or restrict access to certain devices and
commands for other operators. The Partitions option is visible and accessible only
to the primary and secondary system administrators but not the sub-system
administrators.
First Access Advanced Software

Primary and secondary administrators may
view and modify all groups including groups
created by sub-system administrators

Sub-system administrators may view and
modify only their own groups as well as the
groups that they have created.

Select to permit access
to these commands
and sub commands.
Otherwise, unselect to
prohibit access to
these commands
Visible only to the primary and the secondary
administrators.

First Access
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Partitioning Example
NEW SYSTEM
In this example, the new system means a fresh install of the software and no panels or
doors etc… have been added to the system just yet.
Requirement: First Access Advanced software with Partition add-on option.
P1

Objective: Create 3 partitions or 3 sub-systems P1, P2 and P3.
Each partition may be viewed as 3 different
companies or departments.

P3
P2

 Simple Partition: There are no objects shared between
partitions. Each partition is separate and private.
Changes in one partition do not affect other partitions.
1. Launch the Partition Editor from the Windows’ Start menu
Default user name and password

admin
admin

2. From top menu select Properties. Select Enable simplified partitioning and select
OK when done.

Cardholder inherit assigned access
profile partition option will be
unchecked and disabled.
First Access
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3. Select all access schedules then click Clear All and click Apply to ensure that none
of them are assigned to any partition. This way we can pick and choose schedules
that we wish to assign to the desired partitions. The clearing process should be done
for other schedules e.g. unlock, shunt, output, system and holiday schedules.

1.
2.
3.

Select all schedules
Click Clear All
Click Apply

In this example, we will select schedule 1 to schedule 5 and assign them to Partition
1. Similarly, select schedule 6 to schedule 10 and assign to Partition 2, then select
schedule 11 to schedule 15 and assign to Partition 3.
The remaining access schedules can later be selected and assigned to any partition as
needed.
The selected schedules
do not have to be in
order and contiguous.
However, for
simplicity we should
select a contiguous
block of schedules to
assign to a partition.

1.
2.
3.

Select schedules
Assign to desired partition
Click Apply

First Access
Partition Guide

The number of
schedules assigned to
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4. Repeat the same clear assignments then set
assignments for unlock schedule, shunt
schedule, output schedule, system schedule
and holiday schedule.
After the assignments are done, each partition P1, P2 and P3 will have their own set
of schedules with no operators, devices or other objects added and assigned just yet.
Schedule 1 to 5

Schedule 1 to 5

Schedule 1 to 5

Schedule 1 to 5

Schedule 1 to 5

Schedule 1 to 5

P1
P3
Schedule 6 to 10

Schedule 6 to 10

Schedule 6 to 10

Schedule 6 to 10

P2

Schedule 6 to 10

Schedule 11 to 15

Schedule 11 to 15

Schedule 11 to 15

Schedule 6 to 10

Schedule 11 to 15

Schedule 11 to 15

Schedule 11 to 15

First Access
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5. Launch First Access Advanced software then login using user name admin and
password admin.

admin
admin

6. Select Access then select New to create a new permission group.

7. Enter a name for this group e.g. P1 Group. Select Partition button then select
Partition 1 from the drop-down list. Click OK when done. This effectively creates a
permission group called P1 Group and assigns this group to Partition 1.

P1 Group is assigned to Partition 1

8. Repeat the same steps to create P2 Group and P3 Group that have Partition 2 and
Partition 3 assigned to them respectively.
First Access
Partition Guide
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9. If necessary, click Permissions button to view or modify the permission groups.
The default system group with full permission
called Full Access is not visible here

Full Access group has access to all
partitions and all objects. This group
is general reserved for overall
system administrator but not for
sub-system or partition
administrator.

10. Select New to create a new operator. Enter a name e.g. Op1 along with the
password then select P1 Group to assign this operator to that group.

Note:
Op1

User name is not
case sensitive,
but password is
case sensitive

Optional:
Automatically
logs operator out
of First Access
application in
certain minutes.
This is to avoid
unauthorized
access to the
application. Max
value is 3600
minutes

Do not select
Full Access
unless you wish
to assign this
operator the
same full
permission that
you have

11. Repeat the same steps to create operators Op2 and Op3 with P2 Group and P3 Group
assigned to Op2 and Op3 respectively. Each partition P1, P2 and P3 now has its own
operator and schedules.
Schedules

Op3 has full permission only for P3.
Anything added by Op3 will be
automatically assigned to partition P3.

Op1 has full permission only for P1.
Anything added by Op1 will be
automatically assigned to partition P1.

Schedules

Op2 has full permission only for P2.
Anything added by Op2 will be
automatically assigned to partition P2.

Schedules

First Access
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12. If necessary, click Update to select and modify operator.

13. Operators Op1, Op2 and Op3 have full permissions to their own assigned partition.
They can now log in to their partition or sub system and administer it.
First Access Software
Partition P1
Op1

Access Schedule

Output Schedule

Unlock Schedule

System Schedule








Access Schedule: 1 to 5
Unlock Schedule: 1 to 5
Shunt Schedule: 1 to 5
Output Schedule: 1 to 5
System Schedule: 1 to 5
Holiday Schedule: 1 to 5

Shunt Schedule

Holiday Schedule

Op1 may now add devices, profiles etc… to his own system. Please refer to First
Access Operator Guide downloadable from cansec.com for more information.
First Access
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First Access Software
Partition P2
Op2

Access Schedule

Output Schedule

Unlock Schedule

System Schedule








Access Schedule: 6 to 10
Unlock Schedule: 6 to 10
Shunt Schedule: 6 to 10
Output Schedule: 1 to 10
System Schedule: 6 to 10
Holiday Schedule: 6 to 10

Shunt Schedule

Holiday Schedule

Op2 may now add devices, profiles etc… to his own system. Please refer to First
Access Operator Guide downloadable from cansec.com for more information.
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First Access Software
Partition P3
Op3

Access Schedule

Output Schedule

Unlock Schedule

System Schedule








Access Schedule: 11 to 15
Unlock Schedule: 11 to 15
Shunt Schedule: 11 to 15
Output Schedule: 11 to 15
System Schedule: 11 to 15
Holiday Schedule: 11 to 15

Shunt Schedule

Holiday Schedule

Op3 may now add devices, profiles etc… to his own system. Please refer to First
Access Operator Guide downloadable from cansec.com for more information.
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First Access Software
All Partitions
admin

Access Schedule

Unlock Schedule

Output Schedule

System Schedule








Access Schedule: 1 to 15
Unlock Schedule: 1 to 15
Shunt Schedule: 1 to 15
Output Schedule: 1 to 15
System Schedule: 1 to 15
Holiday Schedule: 1 to 15

Shunt Schedule

Holiday Schedule

Normally the primary system administrator would see all 255 access schedules, 255 unlock
schedules, 255 shunt schedules, 255 output schedules, 65 system schedules and 100
holiday schedules. However, in this example we have partitioned the system and assigned
certain schedules to 3 partitions so the primary system administrator would only see all
schedules that have been assigned to those 3 partitions.
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 Advanced Partition: There is at least one object shared between two or more
partitions. Changes in the shared object(s) affect participating partitions.
Please review the Simple Partition section to fully understand
partitioning before proceeding with Advanced Partition
1. Launch the Partition Editor from the Windows’ Start menu
Default user name and password

admin
admin

2. From top menu select Properties. Select unselect Enable simplified partitioning
and select OK when done.

Unselect to enable
Advanced Partition

Cardholders inherit assigned access profile:
 If selected, a cardholder record created by the operator will inherit the
partition assignment of the access profile. It does not inherit the operator’s
partition assignment.
Example
Partition 1

Access Profile

Cardholder inherits
partition assignment from
the access profile and will
be assigned to partition 1
and partition 2 while the
operator is assigned to
partition 2 only

Partition
Assignment

Partition 2
Access Profile Assignment

Cardholder
Partition Assignment
Operator

First Access
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 If unselected, a cardholder record created by the operator will inherit the
partition assignment of the operator.
Example 2

Example 1
Partition 2

Partition 1

Partition 1

Access Profile
Assignment

Partition Assignment

Access Profile
Assignment

Partition Assignment
Operator

Operator
Cardholder

Cardholder
Cardholder inherits partition assignment
from the operator and will be assigned
to partition 1 only regardless of the
access profile being assigned to both
partition 1 and partition 2.

Cardholder inherits partition
assignment from the operator and
will be assigned to partition 1 and
partition 2 regardless of the
access profile being assigned to
partition 1 only.

Partition Assignment
Partition 2

3. Follow the same steps in the Simple Partition example to create 3 partitions P1, P2
and P3.
4. In this Advanced Partition example, we will pick the access schedule 3, which has
already been assigned to partition 1, and share it with partition 2 and 3 by selecting
the checkboxes beside Partition 2 and Partition 3. Click Apply when done.

Other objects like unlock schedules, holiday schedules etc may also be shared in similar
steps… However, this is just an example showing how to share a system-created object with
one or more partitions.

First Access
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When the operator in partition 2 and 3 log in to their systems, they will see the shared
schedule 3 appear in their schedule editors.
Partition 1

Partition 2

Partition 3

Because it’s shared between 3 partitions so any operator in one of those partitions
may make changes to it and the changes affect all participating partitions.
Partition 1

Partition 2

Partition 3

This is a new system in this example so there are no user-created objects e.g. controllers or
cardholders created just yet to be shared. See Existing System section for more information
First Access
Partition Guide
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EXISTING SYSTEM

Please review the New System section to fully
understand before proceeding with the Existing System

Requirement: First Access Advanced software with Partition add-on option.
Objective: Create 3 partitions or 3 sub-systems P1, P2 and P3
for an existing system. Each partition may be
viewed as 3 different companies or departments.

P1

P3

P2

 Simple Partition: There are no objects shared between
partitions. Each partition is separate and private.
Changes in one partition do not affect other partitions.
The existing system already has controllers, access schedules and access profiles along
with cardholders created in the database.
Controllers

Devices

Access Schedules

Cardholders

First Access
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In this example, the system has 3 controllers that have been named as P1 Main Panel, P2
Main Panel and P3 Main Panel.
Important: Only controllers may be assigned to a partition. Once the controller is assigned to a
partition then all readers/doors, input and output points belonging to that controller will also be
assigned to the same partition. The reader, the input and output points may not be assigned to a
partition on an individual basis.

Loading Dock

East Wing
West Wing

Management

Main Entrance

Common Area
Exit Gate
Individual readers/doors cannot be assigned to any partition. Only the whole
controller along with its readers/doors, input and output points may be assigned.

Entry Gate

For simplicity, assign P1 Main Panel to partition 1, P2 Main Panel to partition 2 and P3
Main Panel to partition 3.
1. Launch the Partition Editor from the Windows’ Start menu
Default user name and password
admin
admin

2. From top menu select Properties. Select Enable simplified partitioning and select
OK when done.

First Access
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3. Select P1 Main Panel and assign to Partition 1.

4. Similarly, assign P2 Main Panel and P3 Main Panel to Partition 2 and Partition 3
respectively.
After partition assignment:

Before partition assignment:
No Partition

Partition 1

Partition 2

Partition 3

All Panels

P1 Main Panel

P2 Main Panel

P3 Main Panel

First Access
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5. Select Access Schedule 1 to Access Schedule 5 and assign them to Partition 1.

6. Similarly, select Access Schedule 6 to Access Schedule 10 and assign to Partition 2,
then select Access Schedule 11 to Access Schedule 15 and assign to Partition 3.
7. Carry out the partition assignment the same way for Unlock Schedule, Shunt
Schedule, Output Schedule, System Schedule and Holidays.
8. In this example, there are 4 existing access profiles. Previously, we have selected and
assigned different access schedules as well as controllers to different partitions.
Therefore adjustments must be made through First Access software for these profiles
to reflect new access permissions to those readers with
appropriate access schedules. The access profile names
Default user name and password
may be renamed as desired.
admin
First Access Software

admin

Make necessary adjustments

First Access
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9. Once the adjustments are made to those profiles, use partition editor to assign
profiles to partitions.

10. In First Access software, create operator permission groups and assign them to
Partition 1, Partition 2 and Partition 3 as desired. Select Access then select New to
create a new permission group.

11. Enter a name for this group e.g. P1 Group. Select Partition button then select
Partition 1 from the drop-down list. Click OK when done. This effectively creates a
permission group called P1 Group and assigns this group to Partition 1.

P1 Group is assigned to Partition 1

First Access
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12. Repeat the same steps to create P2 Group and P3 Group that have Partition 2 and
Partition 3 assigned to them respectively.
13. If necessary, click Permissions button to view or modify the permission groups.
The default system group with full permission
called Full Access is not visible here

Full Access group has access to all
partitions and all objects. This group
is general reserved for overall
system administrator but not for
sub-system or partition
administrator.

14. Select New to create a new operator. Enter a name e.g. Op1 along with the
password then select P1 Group to assign this operator to that group.

Note:
Op1

Optional:
Automatically
logs operator out
of First Access
application in
certain minutes.
This is to avoid
unauthorized
access to the
application. Max
value is 3600
minutes

User name is not
case sensitive,
but password is
case sensitive
Do not select
Full Access
unless you wish
to assign this
operator the
same full
permission that
you have

Alternatively, modify existing operators to assign to desired partition
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15. Repeat the same steps to create operators Op2 and Op3 with P2 Group and P3 Group
assigned to Op2 and Op3 respectively. Each partition P1, P2 and P3 now has its own
operator and schedules.
Schedules

Op3 has full permission only for P3.
Anything added by Op3 will be
automatically assigned to partition P3.

Op1 has full permission only for P1.
Anything added by Op1 will be
automatically assigned to partition P1.

Schedules

Op2 has full permission only for P2.
Anything added by Op2 will be
automatically assigned to partition P2.

Schedules

16. Use Partition Editor to assign existing cardholders, card groups, instructions and
email groups to desired partitions.

17. Operators Op1, Op2 and Op3 have full permissions to their own assigned partition.
They can now log in to their partition or sub system and administer it.

Partition 1

Partition 2

First Access
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Please review the Simple Partition section to fully understand
partitioning before proceeding with Advanced Partition
 Advanced Partition: There is at least one object shared
between two or more partitions. Changes in the shared
object(s) affect participating partitions.

P1

P3
P2

We will use the previous example in the Simple
Partition section. In this scenario, we will share the P3
Main Panel so that readers or devices on that controller
can be managed by all partitions.
1. Launch Partition Editor and assign P3 Main Panel to all 3 partitions.

Loading Dock

East Wing
West Wing

Management

Main Entrance

Common Area
Exit Gate
Individual readers/doors cannot be assigned to any partition. Only the whole
controller along with its readers/doors, input and output points may be assigned

First Access
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After the assignment is done, all 3 partitions will see readers of the P3 Main Panel.

Partition 1

Partition 2

Partition 3

Partition 3 can only
view its own
readers

Partition 1 and
Partition 2 can
view their own
readers as well
as the readers
from the shared
controller P3
Main Panel

2. The administrator partition 1 and partition 2 should login and modify their
access schedule and access profiles to allow cardholders in their own partition to
access to these new doors.
Sample profile from Partition 2

This concludes the partitioning examples.
First Access
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